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We, of Egypt, are long accustomed.

That we should reign through the centuries

Sitting before the Pyramids,
In high judgment of the peoples;

Floods, war and peace

And our features never move.

It is impossible to give a better conception than that expressed above of the mighty symbol
of Egypt, the great Sphinx of the Giza Pyramid, in its eternal sublime calm which must rank
first among the illustrations in this book. It may well be that five thousand times, under its

lofty glances, the Nile has overflowed and fertilised the fields; migrations of peoples have

passed it, foreign conquerors and their followers have kept its people the people of the

Pharaohs for centuries indeed for thousands of years in subjection, sometimes gently

leading, sometimes brutally enslaving; but the real embodiment of the land and the people
remains untouched by it all. The sand of its native desert may indeed have partly covered it

and have ground it a little, but it and Egypt still remain what they were.

Nor is this altered by the fact that the swift horse was added three thousand five hundred

years ago to the tireless ass, and that one can uvday even go by broad gauge railway to the

first Nile rapids, nor, that perhaps two-and-a-half thousand years ago the burden bearing
camel reappeared. Neither does it make any difference, that to'day the authorities can call

from their headquarters after an undesirable visitor as far as Assuan and further still by wire,

and no doubt will be able to do so soon without wires, nor that some flylike aircraft flit

about, forwarding, but threateningly, over Egypt. Neither does it make any difference that the

armed forces of the Imperial Power at present protecting Egypt show its knees not above
Roman greaves, but below Scottish kilts. Such small things cannot modify or disfigure the

countenance of Egypt. Not an eyelash of the Sphinx quivers.
It would be necessary to go back some twelve thousand years in order to imagine this

remarkable country other than it is at present; to the time when the Nile was seeking its present

course, and the pointed bosom of the present day Mediterranean which cuts far into the country
and which not only once covered the whole Delta, but reached as far as Assiut, receded.

At that time the borders of the mountain plains of the lower Nile Valley were habitable,

and wandering dunes (Plates 154, 155) on the west of these plains had already begun to

form themselves. The girdle of deserts passing through Africa and Asia, which to-day

extends, with only small interruptions, from Morocco to Manchuria, had arisen. It would
have quite covered Egypt, and have put an end to human, animal, and plant life, if it had
not been that the Nile made the possibility of life continuous here. Thus Egypt gained its

character from the deadening desert and the life-giving Nile. To both it owes its formation

which nowhere else in the world appear together, its peculiar colour charm and vegetation
which are magnificent by reason of their simplicity.

As often happens he who thinks of the desert as an endless sandy plain will indeed

have to alter his conception very considerably by what he sees of it on the border of the Nile



Valley and further on in the interior of the desert. Certainly there are plenty, too, of such

plains finally wearying man and beast in spite of the most beautiful colour tones. For instance,

round the convents of the Natron Lakes (Plates 62, 63) and also on the road between

the Charga and Dakhla (Plate 124), which one can now easily pass by motor car, the mani/

fold character of the desert formation with its remains of older earth formations offers a great

variety to the eyes of travellers. By the way, the illustrations of the oases (Plates 124, 159),

which intentionally are given here in greater numbers, bear telling witness in what small

measure desert form a hindrance to traffic to-day but with their natural roads tend toward con/

nection (Plate 124). The romance of the four/legged camel is, indeed, a thing of the past.

But it is on its borders that the desert shows its own special charm, where the table/lands

slope off the deep indentation of the Nile Valley in the cleftlike rocky valleys, gradually deepen/

ing towards the river valley, known as Wadis. Of course these Wadi formations in their

external shape are entirely dependent on the various kinds of stone through which they have

been rent. The Wadis in the white, soft chalk stone near Helwan (Plates 86, 89), have

a different appearance to those in the yellow/red chalk stone, combined with flints on the

Theban west side (Plates 172, 173). Their origin is however the same everywhere; they
are the beds of the Nile's tributaries, river/plains which seldom contain water. When rain

has fallen anywhere far from the Nile Valley on the stony, impenetrable desert tableland the

mass of water seeks an outlet towards the edges of the desert and makes deep channels for

itself. At the beginnings of these channels (Plate 86), the flood pours down as a cascade,

to form itself further down into a strong mountain stream, an everwidening valley (Plate 87),
into which the washed/down outer rocks fall in great blocks (Plate 88). Every year one hears

from one district or another of torrents, which, under a clear sky, without any warning, break

forth devastatingly from the rock/valleys, carrying away whole villages, and interrupting

railway communication for many miles. In the river/beds themselves, these torrents, which
flow off as quickly as they come, leave behind them a pretty, though sparse, growth of

plants (Plate 89). To such a mountain torrent, by the way, Egyptian archaeology is indebted

for one of the most important additions it has received during the last decade. The entrance

to the tomb of King Tutankamen, which lies below, at the edge of such a desert valley, was,
soon after the King's funeral, entirely covered by the rubble brought down by a torrent which
led to this valley, thus hiding the tomb from the ancient tomb plunderers.

The grave, stern pictures of the desert, which accompany us through the whole of Egypt,
excepting certain parts of the Nile delta, are, however, now overgrown by the lovely

pictures of the Nile and that which it has produced, dipped in friendly green, a wealth of

vegetation which one cannot imagine to be more luxuriant anywhere except in the tropics.
There is, it is true, a certain school of botanists to whom every cultivated plant is a horror,
and who are only happy when they can count very many species if possible such as have
not yet been described to the square kilometre. These will not discover what they search for
in Egypt. The Egyptian plant/world, if we exclude the exotic plants, is beautiful in its

simplicity. Luxuriant woods, like those in North and Central Europe, foliage, needles and
thick undergrowth must not be searched for here. Even the "petrified woods", praised as a
matter of interest in every travellers' guide/book, are only trunks from the North floated down
to the ancient coasts of the delta and petrified there.

The tree ofEgypt is the date/palm. In the North it is deprived of its lower shoots in order
to increase its product, so that even extensive forests (Plates 80, 82, 84 and 85), which abound
round Cairo, give a strange impression to the Europeans who are accustomed to green carpets
to their woods. The soil of a North Egyptian palm forest is brown and bare. Only at the

top of the high stems do the green waving crowns meet to form a dome, beside the pillars
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of which the yellow dates, sometimes tinged with red and brown, hang down in heavy masses.

Not until further South, occasionally at Faijum (Plates 100, 107 and 108), but especially in

Northern Nubia (Plate 229), where they do not chop off the lower shoots, do the palnvgroups
become thickets. From Thebes southwards the rich supply of date-palms is enlivened by
the, at first isolated, soon more frequent appearence of Dum (Plates 233 and 260), a Palmyra
palm the stem of which already divides into branches, and the whole beauty especially shows
itself in young plants (Plate 214).

Among the native foliage trees first place is unquestionably occupied by the sycamore

(Plates 81, 148 and 187). On the Nile bank (Plates 114 and 254) it serves as a landmark
for the boatmen, and, with its widespread boughs, as a sheltered meeting place for the inhabi'

tants. With it are associated the tamarisk (Plates 42, 43, 181 183, 187 and 199), to which
are added also various acacias (Plate 148). The sund-acacia, in particular (Plates 104, 117
and 181 183), with its little, sweet-scented yellow flowers, was held in great affection by the

ancient Egyptians and still retains that affection with the present day population.
The Egyptians in general are and have always been a flower-loving people. To-day at

the spring festival Shamm en-nessin ("smelling the spring wind") everyone goes out into the

open with a flower in his hand. In ancient times they excelled in the making of flower-wreaths

and bouquets, and the great ones had representations of their gardens in their graves. No
festal meal and no religious service was ever without flower decorations, the guest and the wine

jug were garlanded, and the flowers lay before the altar.

This joy in flowers naturally expresses itself in decorative architecture. Flower-shapes are

used for vessels, handles and so on, the walls of the rooms are painted with flower garlands,
the colours of which make a pleasant appeal to us. Here the flowers that need garden culti-

vation take second place to those that grow so plentifully wild for the Egyptians, the

water-plants that grew in every canal, in every pool, and, to a certain extent, still grow in

myriads. In a great measure civilisation one almost feels inclined to say the needs of the

governing foreigners has injured the vegetation, firstly by the neglect of the old irrigation

system, and secondly by alterations of the same. The tall papyrus with its delicate umbels

(Plate 165 right), which formerly as thickets formed the hunting ground of the aristocrats,

and right up to and beyond Christian times were still cultivated for the manufacture of

"paper", no longer exists in a wild state in Egypt, and the large white blossoms of the lotus

can only be seen here and there at certain places on the delta; only the blue Nymphaea, without

which no Egyptian wreath, no ancient Egyptian lady's hair-dress would have been thinkable

(Plate 169), is still to be met witn rather more frequently.

Thus man, who made Nature serve his purposes, is alone guilty of the extermination of

certain species of plants, just as he is responsible for the added growth of other species, useful

and decorative plants, which in the favourable climate and extraordinary fertility of the Nile

Valley have greatly assisted his efforts. In ancient times the Indian
lot\^

was introduced, and

prospered so well that Heredotus speaks of its berries as a popular food, and it has been pictured

for instance, on the Nile statue in the Vatican as characteristic of a Nile landscape. In more

recent times for the most part foreign useful plants have been imported for cultivation by the

rulers of the country and have soon made themselves at home. One need only mention the

sugar cane (Plate 221), which, in spite of the success of the European beet-sugar, is still profit-

able, and of the cotton plant, which grows at its best in Egypt, and to-day determines the

wealth of the country. The Egyptian people owe the introduction of both these useful plants

to that far-seeing Viceroy Ismail Pasha who, however, did not forget his own hobbies,

and introduced ornamental plants and trees from every country, thus following in the foot-

steps of the ancient kings of the i8th Dynasty. Thus to-day one may admire, in both the

principal towns of Egypt Alexandria and Cairo, side by side with proud American palms,

far shading Indian mangoes and the entangled aerial roots of the banjans (Plate 245).
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Ismail Pasha can thus be compared to Frederick the Great,
-- who had mulberry trees

planted for breeding the profitable silkworm, and, after laying out SansSouci with its uniquely

beautiful garden, burned the bills with this difference, that Ismail's plans fell on more favour/

able soil, not on "God's strewing/sand box" the Mark but on the richest soil of the

world, which had from time immemorial been watered and manured by the Nile.

Left to itself, the Nile overflowed its banks once every year, turning it into a great lake,

from which the towns and villages projected like islands. Even to/day one can still see, on

some parts of the land, where the perennial irrigation of the English hydraulic engineers is

not yet introduced or is not to be introduced at all, how Egypt once used to look for about

four months in every year (Plates 95, 118, 119, 194 and 195). During this time all field work

stopped, just as with us during the long winter, only to be undertaken the more energetically

during the remaining eight months. For it was a question of coaxing two harvests out of the

rich soil, a task demanding more diligence and endurance than is usual with us at home.

The Egyptian peasant is a diligent, tenacious worker. Hardly are the last flood/pools (Plate 67)

dry, before he ploughs with his simple, ox/drawn plough, the heavy, still wet soil, which

the deposits from the Nile water have fertilised, and sows the seed. Do you think he is waiting

till rain falls, to germinate the seed? Not a bit of it. As no rain falls, he waters his seed month

after month daily and, if need be, nightly.

As long as there is high water in the close vicinity of the field, it is simple. A little ditch

is soon dug and this is divided into other still smaller ditches, often only a foot wide, one

portion of the field after another being inundated. But that does not last long, the water sinks

with the Nile, and the peasant now has to raise the water. For that purpose the Egyptian long

ago thought out an ingenious lifting apparatus which he can construct himself anywhere, with

few pieces ofwood he makes a crank the short end ofwhich is weighted, while from its long end

hangs the ladling bucket (Plate 259), which until recently the Egyptians made themselves

out of tanned ox/leather. To/day the buckets are mostly petroleum boxes which are used for

almost every purpose. Such a lifting machine can raise the water pailwise perhaps three

metres high. If a greater height has to be reached a second higher/placed machine is built

behind on the Nile bank and its backwater connected through a small ditch with the upper
water of the first machine. One can often see three cranks standing behind and above each

other, served by father, son, and grandson, who work from sunrise till sunset.

To these simple handles raising machines were added I cannot say when a raising

apparatus put together with more craftmanship, a lever turned by an ox, the horizontal cog/
wheel of which turns a perpendicular one, to which on to an endless rope ladder the ladling
vessels are lifted (Plates 85, 198, 230, 242 and 267). Formerly there was no part of this appa/
ratus which did not grow in the peasant's native land. The ropes with which he secured the

walls of the well/shaft, and those which lifted the jugs of Egyptian burnt pottery, he had

plaited from his palm/leaves, the necessary wood for the cog/wheels came from his sycamores,
and whatever stones were needed for building the posts came often enough from the tombs
of his Egyptian forefathers. But here, too, the petroleum boxes are encroaching and one can
also see iron cog/wheels of European origin on such raising machines. How soon will the

mournful song of the wooden scoops cease, which to/day accompanies the traveller up and
down the Nile! It is said to be unpleasant to nervous Europeans. Will they more readily

put up with the rumbling of the coming revolving pumps?
But the Nile was qf course not left to itself. Man tried in many ways to direct the overflow

of its blessed water to where he needed it. The simplest means of attaining this was by dividing
the land on both sides ofthe river into great partitions by means of dams running almost vertically
with the river, which divisions were, one after another, filled with the flood water going from
south to north. When the water, which was left standing for a sufficient time in a basin
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thus formed, had deposited sufficient ferilising mud, it was let out into the next deepest one by
the admission of fresh flood water, and so on. One can Kvday still see the free inundation,

as described above they only appear to be natural, but in reality they are at the Giza

Pyramid and at the west side of Thebes, inundation basins that for some technical hydraulic
reasons have been still left. Antiquarians should therefore be very grateful to the hydraulic

engineers, for it is only through these relics of a former mode of irrigation that they can get

a clear idea of the former condition of Egypt during the overflow.

The basin watering has, since the erection of the great dam at Assuan, and of the smaller

ones at Esnc, Assiut, etc., given place to irrigation by canals, which conduct the water to the

fields early all the year round. To'day almost the whole country is traversed by feeder-canals

(Plates 12 and 13), from which the irrigation administration supplies water to those near by

according to their needs, which water is then collected in corresponding draining canals and

brought back. The work of the peasants, who still have enought to do with the distribution

of the water, has thereby been considerably lessened, but it was probably hoped that in place
of the two harvests produced by the rich soil, three might be possible. If seed is sown
which ripens quickly enough for the soil to be vacant for the third crop when the new Nile

comes it may be possible.

The canal irrigation only became practicable after the erection of the various dams,
which made it possible for the water to be stored up behind these for gradual distribution.

The dam of Assuan (Plate 243), the largest of them, is famous throughout the world. But

one cannot look at this useful erection without regret for the beauty which had to perish on

account of it. The most beautiful point of Egypt, the lovely island of Philae (Plate 246),

with its columns shining in the fresh glory of colour, its rich growth of palms in the midst

of bare granite islands, is to'day no more than a memory. At high water in the danvlake

the traveller can get on to the roofs of the temples from the boat (Plates 249 and 250); at low

water he can gaze in admiration from the ground, which is more or less choked up with mud,
at the lye/free, colourless temples and porticoes (Plates 147 and 248). There are people who
assert that without this sacrifice of beauty it would not have been possible to give Egypt the

still hoped'for third harvest in the year. By the way it should be mentioned that the narrow

land of the North Nubians who, in spite of its barreness, love their homeland beyond any
thing, even to the point of refusing the new habitations offered to them disappeared in the

danvlake, out of which only a few dying palms (Plate 255) and half'submerged temples

(Plates 253 and 256) project.

The dams first made it possible to carry on the method of irrigation in Egypt with feeder

and draining canals, but the building ofcanals in itselfwas always in the blood ofthe Egyptians;

they were hydraulic architects from ancient times, and even faced the problem of joining the

Nile to the Red Sea at Suez, and managed to solve it by a canal navigable even for seagoing

vessels. They also understood how to irrigate stretches of land which constitute a whole

province, namely the Faijum, to enrich the produce of the soil by means of a canal and a

dam, perhaps thus rendering it arable.

The statement of the Greek writers, that King Moiris, Amenemhet III., who reigned

in Egypt during the last third of the nineteenth pre-Christian century, had built a danvpool
in Fayum from which he was able to water Egypt after the overflow, can indeed not be taken

literally, for it would not be possible to get water to irrigate the Nile Valley from low ground

going as far as 44 metres below sea level for such is the Faijum. But this much is certain,

that the ancient Egyptians, who, already at the time of the first Pyramid builders showed

themselves to be excellent masters in levelling, would very soon have noticed that the fall

into the Fayum was considerably steeper than the very slight fall into the Nile Valley, that

they would be able much more easily to conduct the water into the Faijum for irrigation.

Whether they first conducted water from the Nile to the Fayum, or made use of an already
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existing tributary of the river, is a matter of indifference. Anyhow by means of canal and

dammed waters they distributed the water in Faijum so that this land was counted among
the richest in Egypt. Not until the decay of the network of canals did the Faijum diminish

in its produce. To-day old villages and an extensive vineyard country, lie under the sand

of the desert which flourished in the Greek'Roman time, but they will probably not

remain there much longer. People are to/-day and have been for centuries at work to

restore the canal network of the Faijum and to increase still further the produce of this rich and

beautiful province.

Beauty is, of course, a relative conception, but the picturesque charms of the Fayum
will hardly escape anyone. They are so entirely different from those of the rest of Egypt, which,

however, do not lose at all by comparison. As the landscape builds itself up on a great sunken

down mound from East to West, its riches of water can hardly be surpassed, especially in the

neighbourhood of Fidimin and El/Agamijin (Plates 102 and 106), scenes which do not

otherwise occur in Egypt, with deep overgrown indentations, rapidly flowing streams bordered

by palms (Plates 104, 107 and 108), and ponds (Plates 100 and 101), in most luxuriant surround/

ings. Here the Egyptian colours and the artistic forms harmonise together to produce the

effect of a picture which would often have to be sought for in the Nile Valley itself.

If then the needs of man in this fruitful land have in the course of time caused some

changes in the ensemble of the landscape, as far as regards the Nile itself if for a moment
we discount the not too frequent steamers this has only been the case in one respect, that

is in the introduction of the high, three-cornered, so called Latin sails, in place of the ancient

Egyptian ones, which were at one time high, but later became broader, rectangular. Whilst

the old sails still further emphasized the horizontal, which already lies in the Nile landscape,
the triangles of the Latin sails (Plates 112, 228, 260 and 261), shining from afar and aspiring
to the heights, into the blue of the sky, form a pleasant change from the horizontal. Already
the sailless yards (Plates 114 and 226) bring life into the otherwise monotonous outlines of

a Nile landscape seen from the water or from a low shore; for in the latter it is not the lines,

but the colour, and only the colour, that is the important thing, perhaps attained nowhere
else. Every hour of the day shows the Nile country in different colours, and it would be difficult

to decide whether one should accord the prize to the dim tones of the rising sun, the shining

glow of midday, or finally to the ardent moods of evening (Plate 115). The best photograph
cannot reproduce that, not even a coloured one. Painters of the Orient among all nations

have attempted it with more or less success, more often less, the nearest to the reality is Slevogt's
"West Side of Thebes" now in Dresden.

But one can no longer expect that among all this colour/glory the people too should
walk about in the bright costumes of the Orient. That which the European pictures to

himself as oriental colours in dress, has, long since disappeared in Egypt that probably most

Europeanised of all Oriental states. Certainly one occasionally reads in the Cairo papers
that ladies of Egyptian society in this or that castle, among themselves, have given a feast

in oriental robes, but that merely shows that the old rich costumes are no longer in general use.

They have at any rate in these circles receded before European or Europeanised clothing,
and the balms of Araby have given place to the perfumes of Paris. If one wishes to see

the splendour of the Oriental dress of the "The Arabian Nights" must console himself
with picture postcards.

And yet the Egyptians the women wear black out of doors still show very good taste

in the colours of their clothes, which are not nearly so monotonous as those ofEuropean man.
The satiny, shining half silk caftan which one sees, for instance, on the students at the Ashar
University, are a proof of this (Plate 13). In unbroken colours, most

tastefully blended, they
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never, in their general effect, force themselves unpleasantly on the attention. The art of placing
even crude colours together in the right proportion, with absolute taste, in which the Egyptians
of antiquity and of the Middle Ages excelled, is at any rate as far as weaving is concerned,
not yet lost.

The Egyptian woman, following the precepts of the Koran, dresses herself in dark colours

outside the house, and is often wrapped in a tig black or brown cloak (Plates 21, 22, 32,

80, 113, 192 and others). One can only regret this, for probably in no other country does

one meet so great a number of upright, beautifully grown women and girls as in Egypt. The
usual explanation of this phenomenon, which strikes all travellers, is that it comes from the

habit of carrying burdens, especially water jugs, on the head (Plates 82, 113 and 187). The
town women, who carry no water, are also well grown and have the same proud carriage;
so are the men, who for many centuries have ceased to carry burdens on their heads. In an'

cient times they did so. One must therefore content oneself with the word "race characteristic."

"Can we then speak of an Egyptian race at all?" many will ask who have seen the

different colours and types of people among the natives in Cairo. An anthropologist may
perhaps tell us how he regards the question of the original inhabitants of Egypt. It may
suffice to recall that one after another the Asiatic Hyksos, Assyrians, Ethiopians, Persians,

Greeks, Romans, Arabs, and Turks, not to speak of smaller tribes following these larger

ones, took posession of Egypt, each of which certainly left some thousands of their people
in the country. Under more detailed examination the anthropologist may find traces of all

of these among the present day Egyptians, but taken as a whole they are all merged, without

leaving any characteristic, in the "original inhabitants," who after all, number 10 millions

in round figures. The Nile Valley has absorbed them.

The Egyptian race is pratically the same as it was five thousand years ago. This was

unconsciously proved by the excavation workers of Mariette, when, on finding a statue which

to'day forms one of the most precious art treasures of the Cairo Museum, they compared it

with their village mayor. During the last thirty years the Egyptians have become conscious

of this. Formerly "Pharaolvscion" (gins el'faraun) was a term of opprobrium, often heard;

to/day they are proud of the Pharaohs as the Kings of their people and race.

That there are differences among this Egyptian race goes without saying. Style and place
of living and occupation necessitate them in Egypt as elsewhere. The man from the North

(Plates 79, 80 and 83) is different from the Upper Egyptian (Plate 116) or from the oasis

dweller (Plate 144), but not more so than, for instance, with us (in Germany), the Frisian

from the Upper Bavarian.

Of this uniformity one can, however, only speak as to the Nile Valley, as far up as Kom
Ombo. It is there that the division from the Nubians as to race and speech (Plate 23 1) occurs,

that numerically small people, some of whom are known to every traveller in Egypt as clean

and attentive servants both at table and in the hotel rooms.

Besides the Egyptians, there are on both sides of the Nile with their tents (Plate 191)

and camels, the Beduins, who prefer to be called Arabs a name which Europeans errone-

ously apply also to the Egyptians who however, once they have become settled, are soon

indistinguishable from the Egyptians peasants. The Beduins of South Egypt, the Ababde
and Biskaris are African, Hamitic tribes. It is only in their winter camp at Assuan that

they are in the habit of showing themselves to foreigners (Plates 224 and 225).

The ability of the Egyptian people which allows foreign admixtures to merge completely

with the people ofthe Nile Valley, could also almost be seen in Egyptian art, in which every new

admixture imported from outside is quickly absorbed and turned into Egyptian, if we did

not have to except two periods of political decadence, the time of the late Roman Byzantinian

rule and that of the Turks. In both, the Egyptian people, crushed down into a subjugated
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provincial existence, no longer had the strength to assimilate the artistic influences of the

capital-whether it was Ravenna, Constantinople or any other European centre. Therefore, in

judging Egyptian art productions during these two periods we must measure them by our

European standard, however much they may lose by this comparison, but certainly only

during these two periods.

But if we would try to understand Egyptian art of other periods, which represent some

thousands of years, we must lay aside the Winckelmann blinkers. Would, for instance, anyone

think of approaching East Asiatic art with the views which he has gained by occupying
himself with the so-called classical art, upon which ours is founded ? The same applies to

Old Egyptian art, and the Islamic has also a right to the same consideration. Because

Byzantinian and other elements are able to be proved in it, which in the latter instance can

be traced back to the classical, one cannot demand on that account that it should have worked

them up in the same manner as we are accustomed to in our own art. It has, on the contrary,

made the most thorough use of its right of working up foreign elements in its own way.
The different circles of culture are once for all incommensurable and cannot be measured

with the same artistic rule of thumb; therefore let us leave our "Classical" art opinions and

ideals on one side when we consider Ancient Egyptian and Islamic art. It is even misleading
to apply the artistic expressions from the classical archaeology to the Egyptian, and, for in'

stance, describe shafts (Plate 177) or columns (Plate 91) as "ProttvDoric" when one knows

that their grooves have nothing whatever to do with the Greek, which by chance happens
to resemble them.

For Ancient Egyptian architecture it can only be a question of this in the case of pictures

which are intended to bring the beauty of the country before the student all the works which

are crowded into the museums are not under consideration it is made easy for the visitor to

Egypt to get to know and understand its periodic progress. The changing of the administrative

centre from North to South in the course of the older Egyptian history, assisted by the accident

of preservation, is responsible for the fact that the great architectural monuments which the

traveller is in the habit of visiting, meet him in almost exact chronological order from Cairo

southwards. Occasional sprinklings from more ancient times among the later Upper Egyptian
monuments will, with this continuous contemplative instruction, count to a certain extent as

intentionally introduced repetitions of the lesson already dealt with and for comparison of the

material for contemplation which is alongside that which has now to be dealt with. It is best

that the traveller should not set himself any task at all, but should leave all his knowledge
about Egyptian monuments at home and only take to himself direct impressions of the ancient

Egyptian architecture.

None of the monuments will miss its effect, beginning with the oldest that meets the

traveller, the step mastaba of King Djeser, the characteristic mark of Sakkara (Plate 93),
which with its only recently excavated accessories (Plates 91 and 92) already reveals to us the

two fundamental characteristics of ancient Egyptian architecture; massive and weighty, dating
back to the building of air'dried Nile mud bricks originally peculiar to the alluvial land of

Egypt, and the light style of architecturel decoration added thereto by the lavish, one might
almost say exclusive, use of plant'forms.

Upon the intermediary link lying in sight of the step mastaba, the blunted Pyramid of
Dahshur (Plate96) soon develops into the form of the royal tomb/monuments, the real Pyramid,
which in its first example, the Pyramid of King Snefru, crowns the height of the desert corner

at Fayum, near Medum (Plates 98 and 99). The builders of the Great Pyramid at Giza

(Plates 70 and 73) found the shape ready, which was from thenceforth to go all over the world
as the best expression for the tomb^monument for a great person; they merely repeated the shape
of the tomb of the great founder of their dynasty, King Snefru, from a given model, even for the

Great Pyramid ofCheops (Plate 72), with absolute exactitude. All the more ridiculous does it
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seem that Pyramid/theoreticians and mystics of all cultured peoples, for almost a century,
have tried again and again to fathom the secrets of mathematical wisdom, astronomical know/

ledge and heavenly prophecies out of the Pyramid of Cheops. Let us drop this charlatanism!
The ancient architects, who designed the Pyramids at Giza and made them just where and
what they are, have, without all that, accomplished enough for all time. Even to/day, robbed
almost entirely of their outer dress, and of their neighbouring buildings practically altogether,

they still, in every light, appear great and forcible, real embodiments of their builders idea,
the resting place of their ruler conspicuous above the tombs of his great ones, who rest at

his feet (Plate 74).

At the same time the artists of those days gave in addition an example of another form,
which has survived Egyptian art the Sphinx (Plates 68 and 69), though the Giza Sphinx
may not have been the first of its sort. The foundation of the Sphinx has a literary idea one

might say which frequently reappears in the form of pzans, praise and glory to the King.
The King, who like a lion crushes the enemy with mighty paws, is supposed to be represented
here in stone. The oldest representation of this sort shows a real lion falling upon its enemies.

In order to make that more comprehensible the lion was then given the face, and soon after/

wards the whole head of the King with all the royal emblems of state. The Egyptian Sphinx
has nothing in common with the female Sphinx of Grecian myths and art; the adoption
of the name from the Greek is again one of the misleading terms borrowed from classical

archaeological science. The great Sphinx of Giza has, by the way, recently been sub/

jected to a perhaps necessary restoration and excavation, the most thorough during the last

hundred years, the results of which, at any rate up to the present, do not add much to

the glory of the ancient artist who created it. "Down below, the beast makes me
shudder."

The later Kings of Egypt, who had to take into account other State considerations than

that of their graves, no longer indeed reached the might and the strength of the Sphinx and

Pyramid of Giza in the erection of their monumental tombs. After the political decadence
between the Ancient and the Middle Empires, Amenemhets and Sesostris did indeed erect

mighty pyramid buildings, but with only air/dried bricks used sparingly inside (Plate 97).
Theban rulers, who followed after them, contented themselves with smaller pyramids, which
to a certain extent combine the temples of the dead and pyramids in one, so that the pyramids

really only constitute the crowning point of the temples of the dead (Plate 176). At that

period the pyramid form, like so much that formerly was only a prerogative of kings, became
a tomb/form of the great and also of the small (Plate 180); not until the Meroi'tic Empire
does it again become exclusively a royal tomb, and then in the steep form as occurs in the

Cestius Pyramid in Rome.
Thus in Egypt the Pyramid had already outlived its importance as a King's tomb during

the New Empire. The Kings' graves of that time lie in deep rock gorges (Plates 172, 173

and 174), which, borrowing ideas from older erections for the Princes of the various Egyptian

provinces (Plate 234), are richly decorated with pictures. In the Kings' tombs, inaccessible

after the funerals, the pictures are limited to those of a religious nature and such as concern

the graves, which, except for the often great delicacy of the drawing, have not the same charm
for the visitor that the pictures in the private tombs so richly offer. Here, as is the case in the

time of the Pyramids, in the rooms accessible to the survivors the actual grave itself lies

enclosed deeper down are pictured the property of the deceased person, his domestic joys
and the great events of his life's course, in the most magnificent colours. In no other way
can one see the history of Ancient Egyptian civilisation nor the rise and fall of art in the New
Empire better than in these tombs (Plates no, 165, and 169); one can follow their changes
almost from century to century. Here even the most uncertain beginner, if he has any feeling

at all for art, will see, for example, in the gorgeous execution of the "Officials in Charge of
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Estates" (Plate 168) or in the "Couple at a Meal" (Plate 169) the most perfect work which

can only be found in the time to which these pictures belong, the reign of Amenophis III.

Unfortunately the most important building of this time, the great temple ofAmenophis III.,

on the west side of Thebes, which would certainly have brought down to us the best pictures

of his deeds, was in ancient times destroyed almost to the last stone, leaving only the Colossi

of Memnon (Plate 200) still witness to its greatness. It belonged to a long line of so-called

Temples of the Dead in reality Temples to the gods, in which the King, too, was honoured

of which to'day only those of Queen Hat/shepsowet ie Deir/el/bahri (Plates 175 to 179), of

Sethos I. at Kurna (Plate 181), of Rameses II., of Ramesseum (Plates 182 and 186), and of

Rameses III. in Medinet Habu (Plates 196 and 197) are still sufficiently well preserved to

give a fairly general impression. In these Temples of the Dead, accessible alike to priests

and people, thus resembling the accessible portion of the tombs of the private people, the

deeds of the kings are represented besides the customary religious pictures, just as in the private

graves. As the greatest, the temple of Amenophis III., is missing, we can unfortunately only
determine the rise of art in the Temple of Hat'shepsowet and the gradual descent in those

of Sethos I., of Rameses II., and Rameses III.

But Thebes on the Eastern side offers us full compensation for the absence of architectural

art on the West; in the case of Amenophis III., the great temple of Ammon at Luxor, from

which plant columns rise to Heaven, of a symmetry and purity such as later times can no

longer show. The columns, representing bundles of papyrus rushes with closed umbels, in

the large court here (Plate 201), are not less noticeable than in the unfinished Basilica, the

pillars of which, delicately formed in spite of their size (Plate 202), show single stems of

papyrus with open umbels, which are treated as light, free and freelygrowing as they are in

the swamp. That is one of the considerable deviations of the artistic feeling of the Egyptians
from our classic traditions, so considerable that until the most recent times, even in the case

of scholars who write a great deal about Egyptian art, a return to the "classical" side may
be noticed.

In the Luxor Temple we can once again see the falling/off of Egyptian architectural

art after its highest point under Amenophis III. One need only compare the pillars in the

Court of Rameses II. (Plate 203) with those in that of Amenophis III. (Plate 201). It is

true the Rameses period still brought forth works which are noble in their outlines; the great
Basilica at Karnac (Plate 208), the rock temple of Abu Simbel (Plates 263 267), the

Ramesseum (Plates 184 186), and at a rather later time the great temple building Anlage
of Medinet Habu (Plates 196 and 197), bear witness of this; but the delicacy of form is lost.

The so'called Egyptian Renaissance, which consciously attempted to support itself on
the old models, tried to win back the delicacy of form. As, however, it was already lost,

or at any rate put aside, the feeling for the difference of style shown by its indiscriminately
taking works from the Ancient and the Middle Empires for its models, it only gained for

itself a new language in form without any life of its own. One might also describe this period
as one of "Eclecticism".

Even at that time the ancient artists must have made a most thorough study of the works
of their predecessors, sketched them and taken from them rules for their own works. In/

voluntarily names occur to one such as Vitruf, Villard, de Honcourt, Viollet le Due, Haase
and Raschdorf, all of whom surely thought they were creating something really alive with
their gifts of observation and imitation.

In the Ptolomaic time the "Architecture according to Scheme" naturally only brought
forth dead material, at a time when the highest praise of a temple building consisted in its

having been built according to a very ancient, newly/recovered ground plan drawing. It is

true, we owe to the Ptolomaic period many pretty, dainty products, as, for instance, the Pillars
at Medamot (Plate 217); the temple buildings at Dendera (Plates 160 to 164), and Edfu
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(Plate 219) are also impressive especially on account of their fine state of preservation, but

life is no longer contained in this art. That was already finished when, under Rameses II.,

the artists of the Eighteenth Dynasty died out. The later attempts to revive it were doomed
to failure, as one could not infuse new life into it.

A new impetus to the practice of art in Egypt was not given until the foundation of

Alexandria, which soon became the capital of the country, but, as was natural under the

foreign rule, developed on purely Hellenistic respectively Roman lines. Thus, from here only

Hellenistic, Roman, and finally late Roman art could force its way into the Province, where

it was worked up in a provincial manner. That may sound hard, but has real justification,

even in the case of the, rightly celebrated, mummy portraits from the Fayum. Had we
hitherto anything contemporary and similar from the capital to compare with these? The
new works of the Pompeiian roonvpainters could hardly be so regarded only the recently

excavated Villa dei Misteri near Pompeii, and therein the gulf between the artistic achievements

of the Egyptian and the Italian provinces will be evident.

But in one respect the architectural art in the late Roman Egypt received a fresh impetus,
as it was faced with a new need, which only arose here in Egypt, namely the building of

Christian monasteries and convents, which for the most part lying far off from the world,

had to serve simultaneously for ecclesiastical, domestic, agricultural and finally defensive

purposes. Simply as these buildings were carried out in so far as the monks' dwellings

(Plate 237) were concerned, and naturally also the defence buildings (Plates 62 and 236),

one still cannot deny that they showed feeling for architectural design. Only in the purely

ecclesiastical buildings was the art more elaborate, as befitting the service of God (Plate 120).

In the domed roofs of these monasteries (Plates 66 and 126) is shown the ancient Egyptian

inheritance, already indeed influenced by the Islamic the remaining monastery buildings

arose almost without exception after the conquest of Egypt by the Arabs. Thus the inter'

esting stucco ornaments in the Es/Surjan in the Wadi Natroom (Plates 64 and 65) are related

both technically and in drawing to those of the great Court Mosque of Ibn Tiilun

(Plates 5-7).

But the really great new impetus for architecture in Egypt did not arise until the Arabian

conquest, and even then not at once, for the Moslems, who only a few decades after the pro'

clamation of Islam, had overrun Egypt in a rapid assault, certainly brought no great ideas

of building from their desert. Only after the real Islamic architectural art, which was not

without similarity to the Byzantinian, Syrian and especially Sasanidian/Persian, had shaped

itself, did it begin, about 250 years after Mahommed, to blossom forth in Egypt. There is

probably no town of the Mahommedan Orient that gives such an insight into the development
of Islamic architectural art as Cairo with its pattern card of mosques, and religious and private

buildings from the ninth century A. D. onwards till into the late'Turkish period. The Islamic

buildings of Spain, Morocco, Syria, Mesopotamia, Persia, Constantinople and India always

show us the development, as it took shape in the particular country, as determined by the

pre'Islamic art of this land. In the Islamic architecture of Egypt nothing remains of the

Ancient Egyptian art, which at the time of the rise of Islam had already been dead for more

than a thousand years, unless one would dare to place the simple domes of the tombs of the

Saints (Plate 117) to the credit ofthe ancient Egyptians. The various Islamic ideas of building,

brought in by each of the many reigning dynasties in turn from the land of their origin, found

an entrance into Cairo, and- were doubtless further worked out there. Thus, on the whole,

Islamic architecture offers nothing homogeneous, which, however only makes it the more

interesting and instructive.
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In the front rank stands the great Court Mosque of Ibn Tuliin (Plates 57), the ideas

and form/language of which come from Mesopotamia, Bagdad, and Samarra. One may

dispute as to whether the palm of the Islamic buildings of Cairo should be awarded to it or

to the about 500 years younger Mosque of the Sultan Hassan (Plate 23), the foundational

ideas of which are of Syrian origin; the dispute will probably for the most part be decided in

favour of the Mosque in which one happens to find oneself at the moment, so overwhelming
in both is the impression of the open interior with the surrounding halls in the case of the

Mosque of Ibn Tuliin and the great tunnel vaults in that of Sultan Hassan.

We do not intend to write here a learmed treatise on the development of the Mosque in

Cairo from the Court Mosque with its covered, pier/ or column/supported four wings

(Plates 6, 7, 12, 13 and 17), to that with a small middle space and cross/shaped annexed

tunnel, up to the covered/in middle space and stunted wings and finally the Mosque

adjoining the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople, which is Turkish in its outline and super/

structure. It would be easy to show and illustrate all these styles with examples from Cairo.

But the descriptions might spoil the impression of the buildings themselves which our

pictures give.

It is good however to bring home to one's mind what was being built with us in Germany
and elsewhere in Europe at the same time as the particular Cairo building which we are just

considering. When, for instance, Achmed Ibn Tuliin had his magnificent Mosque built

(about 875 A. D.) the Octagon of Charlemagne at Aix, which was much influenced by
the Byzantine style, was not yet very old; the gate of the Hassan Mosque, with its high border

(about 1360 A. D.), which set an example for entrances to mosques in Cairo (Plates 14 and 21),

has its almost contemporary Northern counterpart in the mighty Herrenburg gate at the

"Ordensschloss" of Marienburg in Prussia. Here we have Syrian style, of course of the same

origin. In the Middle Ages, not through the Crusades alone, the mutual influence and

growth of Western and Eastern architecture was altogether greater and more remarkable than

later, except that the fortification buildings (Plates 18 and 19) must not be included. In the

case of these, the weapons of attack were the same in the Orient and Occident, and the means

of defence also the same or at least similar, so that one need not attribute this similarity to

direct influence.

But the most disconcerting in comparison of time is in the examination of private houses,

some of which date from a relatively artistically good period, and were in existance until quite

recently, though indeed mostly in a neglected state. The big/roomed house of a rich merchant

(Plates 26 and 27) for instance, was still inhabited by its builder and his family at a time

when in Germany the house chosen for an extremely important State ceremony, the signing
of the Peace treaty after the Thirty Years War, undoubtedly the largest room in the Town
Hall at Munster, probably did not contain half so much air space as the principal room in

the house of Gamal/ed/Din. How small must have been the space for living in a German
merchant's house at that time!

The last sign of Islamic architecture not to speak of quite modern attempts to revive

this art is the Mosque of Mohammed Ali on the Citadel (Plates 2 4), which, as a far

visible symbol of Cairo, with its two high towers and dome, no one would like to miss. Of
its artistic value ? Close to it stands the clock pavilion in the cast iron style, presented by
Louis Philippe. Islamic art in Cairo has found its end.

Cairo, July 1929.

LUDWIG BORCHARDT.
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Index to Pictures
The remarks on the various photographs give some indication of chronology and some short hints regarding such things

as are perhaps not known to the observer.

1. Ciza. Sphinx (1914).

Photograph of King Khefren represented as a lion, the

builder of the Pyramid in the background (about
3000 B. C.).

Taken by Hollander.

2. Cairo. Complete view of the South Eastern part

of the town.

Seen from Ibn Tulun (about 875 A. D.). Sultan Hassan

(about 1360 A. D.) on the left in the background.
Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

3. Cairo. General view of the Southern part ofthe town.

Taken from a rubbish heap. In the background to the

left Sultan Hassan (about 1360 A. D.), to the right the

Mohammed Ali Mosque (about 1830 A. D.) on the

Citadel.

Taken by Ricke.

4. View of Ibn Tulun towards N.E.

In the foreground on the right fortifications of Ibn Tulun,
in the background on the left Sultan Hassan, to the right

the Citadel.

Taken by Ricke.

5. Cairo. Court and Tower of Ibn Tulun.

Behind the row of arches surrounding the Court Mosque,
the minaret, still with outer spiral staircase (about

875 A. D.), the domed building in the courtyard, under

which lies the wall for ablutions, is of later date (about

1300 A. D.).

Taken by Ricke.

6. Cairo. Tower of Ibn Tulun.

Taken by Hollander.

7. Cairo. View through the wings of Ibn Tulun.

Taken by Ricke.

8. Cairo. Drinking fountain and school of Ali Bey
el'Dumjati.
At the edges of the Sikket en-nabauije (Darb Saade);

the well below, the school above, on the right the en-

trance to both.

Taken by Hollander.

9. Cairo. Shara Bab ehWazir.

In the bow-shaped front windows below turned wooden

lattice, which hides the persons behied the windows,
from the glances of passers-by, above, surrounded by

stucco, many-coloured glass windows.

Taken by Hollander.

10. Cairo. Ibrahim Agha.
Old (about 1350 A. D.) Mosque of Ibrahim Agha
(about 1650 A. D.), decorated inside with rich tile

ornamentation with beautiful superstructure to the dome.

Taken by Ricke.

it. Cairo. Courtyard in Ibrahim Agha.
Taken by Ricke.

12. Cairo. Main wing of Ibrahim Agha.
Between the first two pillars on the left are the prayer'
niche and the pulpit.

Taken by Ricke.

13- Cairo. Students in the Azhar.
The students sitting in the court ofthe University Mosque
(about 970 A. D.) are preparing their studies

Taken by Borchardt.

14. Cairo. Door of a Mosque.
Door and upper lighting in a high niche. Below in

the door is a low lattice, before which the shoes arc

removed.

Taken by Ricke.

15. Cairo. Door of a house.

Door in niche. Bow window above.

Taken by Ricke.

16. Cairo. Darb ehakbmar with the towers of the

Moaiyad.
The two towers for the muezzin stand on the side

towers of the city gate, Bab el-Suelc (about 1420 A.D.).
Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

17. Cairo. Chief wing of the Moaiyad.
The back wall, behind the pulpit, is decorated with

coloured inlaid stonework, columns and capitals are

taken from Roman buildings.

Taken by Ricke.

18. Cairo. Fatimidide city gate Bab en'nassr.

This "Victory Gate" is one of the three old fortified city

gates still preserved (about 1 100 A. D., see also Plate 16).

Taken by Ricke.

19. Cairo. Old City
Was only recently excavated from the rubbish heaps in

front of the town; the so-called Windmill Hills (about
1200 A. D.).

Taken by Ricke.

20. Cairo. Tower of Beybars el'Gasbankir.

The tower for the muezzin has on two stories the custo-

mary dome-crowned round building (about 1300 A.D.).
Taken by Ricke.

21. Cairo. Donkey carts with women.

These public cans, used for long distances and paid for

by all the travellers in common, are the cheapest form of

omnibus.

Taken by Ricke.
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.12. Cairo. Amir Akbor.

Seen from the Sultan Hassan; over the right side of the

rectangular front view one sees the connection with the

stilted, richly decorated dome (about 1500 A. D., see

also Plate 29).

Taken by Ricke.

23. Cairo. Sultan Hassan and district.

On the left the Machmudije (about 1570 A. D.), in

the centre Sultan Hassan (about 1360 A. D.).

Taken by Ricke.

24. Cairo. Street with tower of Sargbatmash.
The high tower for the muezzin is formed after that of

Sultan Hassan (see Plate 23) (about 1360 A. D.);

adjoining the house on the right bellying'out wooden

lattice from the last century (compare the projecting

bows on Plates 9, 25 and 29).

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

25. Cairo. An alley.

From the wood'latticed side windows of the projecting

bows one can see the narrow alley, without being seen

oneself.

Taken by Ricke.

26. Cairo. Inner court of Carnal ed'din.

The fountain in the central court; below to the left, doors

to the household rooms ; above, open summer reception hall ;

in the centre, staircase to the entrance from the court'

yard (about 1640 A. D., compare Plate 3 1).

Taken by Ricke.

27. Cairo. Main room in the bouse of Gamal ed'din.

In the foreground, inlaid floor ofthe highest, central part of

the room; behind, one of the rather lower wings; quite
at the back, latticed projection over the street; above it,

many^coloured stuccowork windows (about 1640 A. D.).
Taken by Ricke.

28. Cairo. Old merchants' inn.

Round the court for unloading the camels are shops,

below; dwelling rooms above, which are hired by the

travelling merchants.

Taken by Ricke.

29. Cairo. An alley with dome of Amir Akbor.
In the small wooden projections built in the bow win'

dows the beverages are placed in porous vessels to cool.

For other view of Amir Akhor see Plate 22.

Taken by Hollander.

30. Cairo. Door in the Mohammed en'Nasir captured

from a Crusaders' church at Akko.
Instructive for the comparison of Eastern and Western

architecture (the framework of the door about 1200,
the wall about 1290 A. D.).
Taken by Ricke.

31. Cairo. Hall of the Judge.
Remains of a Palace building (about 1500 A. D.).
Household rooms below; above, an open hall (compare
Plate 26).

Taken by Ricke.

32. Cairo. Business street.

The shops consist of spaces, open in the front, with

wooden walls, which can be closed, and into which

the shop table is built, which is often also the shop floor

on which the salesman sits.

Taken by Borchardt.

33. Cairo. Street decorated for a festival.

At religious festivals, also at weddings, the whole length

of the streets are decorated, by day with little flags, by

night with rows of small hanging lamps.

Taken by Borchardt.

34. Cairo. Washing fountain in the Barkuk in town.

Well in the centre of the open court, in which the

ablutions are carried out as prescribed before prayer

(about 1390 A. D.).

Taken by Ricke.

35. Cairo. Tower and dome of Sargbatmasb.

Left, the dome with the tomb of the founder, in the

centre the open court, on the right the minaret (about

1360 A. D., compare Plate 24).

Taken by Ricke.

36. Cairo. Tomb Monument of Qait Bey.
In the background, the dome above the tomb; in the

side front, the minaret; beside it the high door

framework; on the left, a schoolroom over a drinking
fountain (about 1470 A. D.).

Taken by Ricke.

37. Tomb of Qait Bey.
In front of the prayer niche the upper part of the tomb

is surrounded by a fence. The tomb itself lies beneath

the paving of the chamber (about 1470 A. D., see

Plate 36).

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

38. Cairo. Coptic church Muallaka in Old Cairo.

In the foreground the pulpit, in the background the

barrier dividing off the Holy of Holies.

Taken by Ricke.

39. Cairo. Summer Hall of Radtvan Bey.
View into the court (compare Plates 26 and 3 1); through
the grilled projection, the visitors, who are being receiv

ed in the summer hall by the master of the house, can

be seen by the women.
Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

40. Cairo. The Eastern Necropolis.
On the left the extensive tomb building of Barkuk

(about 1400 A. D.), on the right the tomb buildings
of Emir Kebir with Mosque and monastery (about

1500 A.D.) and of the Sultan Inal (about 1460 A.D.).
(Compare plates 41 and 45).

Taken by Ricke.

41. Cairo. Tomb Monument of Barkuk.

The west side shows best of all the perfect solution

of the problem of the building (see Plate 40).
Taken by Ricke.
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42. Cairo. Courtyard in the Tomb Monument of Barkuk.
In the foreground a tamarisk by the remains of a washing
fountain in the courtyard, which is enclosed by four halls.

At the corner between the halls is one of the two
minarets (compare Plate 40).
Taken by Ricke.

43. Cairo. Dome of the Tomb Monument of Barkuk.
The dome is over tomb for the Sultan and his sons

at the Eastern corner of the courtyard; a similar one
is at the Southern corner over the tombs of his wives

(compare Plate 40).

Taken by Hollander.

44. Cairo. Tomb Monument of Cbani Bey.
Behind the building, which is surrounded by individual

graves, and containing nothing further, the great tomb
monument of Barkuk lies.

Taken by Ricke.

45. Cairo. Tomb Monuments of Sultan Inal and Amir
Kebir.

In the foreground is the tomb ofAmir Kebir (about 1500

A.D.); in the background that ofthe $ultan Inal (about

1460 A. D.). (See Plate 40).

Taken by Ricke.

46. Cairo. Tomb Monuments of Sultan Inal and Amir
Kebir.

Seen from the north-east (compare Plate 45).
Taken by Ricke.

47. Cairo. The Southern Necropolis.
Often called "Mameluke Graves"; in front, poor dwelling

houses; behind, the remains of the "Windmill Hills,"

gigantic heaps of dust and refuse brought from the town.

Taken by Ricke.

48. Cairo. Tomb Monuments in the Southern Necropolis.
In the foreground a few individual graves with the two

upright standing memorial stones; the great domed

building was re-erected for Sudun, Amir meglis, the

smaller one with the "Melon-dome" for Es-suabi

(compare Plate 44).

Taken by Ricke.

49. Cairo. Tomb Monumentsfrom the Southern Necro*

polls.

Further "Melon-domes" (compare Plate 48).

Taken by Ricke.

50. Cairo. Tomb Monument of Mokattam.

Half way up, the sunlit ruins of the tomb monument
of El-Khalawan (about 1530 A. D.).
Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

Ji. Cairo. Descent of the Giyusbi Plateau.

On the top a tomb monument, the Giyushi Mosque
(about 1090 A. D.); on the right by the cliff edge El-

Khalawati (compare Plate 50).

Taken by Ricke.

52. Cairo. Mokattan.

Beneath the Giyushi Mosque, the garden of the Bekhtashi

Dervishes lying in front of the quarry and tomb caves.

Taken by Ricke.

53. Cairo. View from Bektasbi Monastery.
In the background the outlines of El'Khalawati (compaic
Plates 50 and 51).

Taken by Ricke.

54. Cairo. Ascent to the Mokattan and Tomb Monument
of Cheikb Sultan Shah.

On the height on sees the so-called "Fort Napoleon,"
a fortress from the first half of the ipth century.
Taken by Ricke.

55. Cairo. Kitchen in the Bektasbi Monastery.
The Dervish Monastery lying close to the Mokattan

(compare Plate 52) is a remainder of the Turkish

monastic orders after the abolition of monasteries in

Turkey.
Taken by Ricke.

56. Cairo. View from the Mokattan (compare Plate 53).
Taken by Ricke.

J7. Cairo. Ciyusbi Plateau and Citadel (compare
Plate 51).

Taken by Ricke.

58. Tomb Monument on the Mokattan.

EUKhalawati (compare Plates 53 and 56).
Taken by Ricke.

59. Er'Rasbid. Tomb Monuments.
Taken by Ricke.

(So. Er'Rasbid. Tomb Monuments.
Taken by Ricke.

61. Er'Rasbid. Tomb Monuments.
Taken by Ricke.

62. Wadi Natroon. Coptic Convent Amba Bsboy.
In the foreground the defence passage of the fortified

convent.

Taken by Ricke.

63. Wadi Natroon. Desert near the Coptic Convent
El'Baramoos.

Taken by Ricke.

64. Wadi Natroon. Stucco decoration in the Coptic
Convent Es'Surjan.
The wall decorations cut in plaster are similar to those

of Ibn Tulun, and show Persian influence (compare
Plates 5 and 7).

Taken by Ricke.

65. Wadi Natroon. Stucco decoration in the Coptic
Convent of Es'Surjan.
Taken by Ricke.

66. Wadi Natroon. Coptic Convent El'Baramoos.

Taken by Ricke.

67. Sunset near Ciza.

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

68. <Giza. The Sphinx after the last excavation in

1929, seen from the East.

The memorial stone in front of the Lion's breast relates

the excavation of the Sphinx, at that time also covered

with sand, under Thutmosis IV. (about 1420 B. C.). In
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the background lies the Pyramid of Mykerinos (about

3000 B. C.).

Taken by Ricke.

69. Giza. Spkinx after the latest excavation in 1929,

seen from the Soutb'East.

In the background on the left the Pyramid of Khefren,

and beneath the approach to it.

Taken by Ricke.

70. Giza. The Pyramids in a storm, seen from an

aeroplane.

From the right to left; Kheops, Khefren, and Mykerinos.

Taken by Buckham.

71. Giza. Khefren Pyramid.
Seen from the top of the Kheops Pyramid; on the left

in front the Death Temple.
Taken by Ricke.

72. Giza. The Kheops Pyramid.
Seen from the top of the Khefren Pyramid; on the right

in the foreground "Princes' Tombs."

Taken by Ricke.

73. Giza. The Mykerinos Pyramid.
Seen from the top of the Khefren Pyramid; in the fore-

ground the Death Temple, behind a Queens' Pyramid.
Taken by Ricke.

74. Giza. Necropolis West of the Kheops Pyramid.
Seen from the top of the Kheops Pyramid.
Taken by Ricke.

75. The Desert South of Giza.

Seen from the top of the Kheops Pyramid; in the fore-

ground the way up to the Khefren Pyramid; above,
left from the centre the Unfinished Pyramid.
Taken by Ricke.

76. Giza. Mena House Hotel.

Seen from the top of the Kheops Pyramid; in front lies

the road to the Pyramid plateau; on the right that

leading to Cairo.

Taken by Ricke.

77- Giza. The Road from Cairo to the Pyramids.
Seen from the top of the Kheops Pyramid.
Taken by Ricke.

78. Giza. Interior of the Granite Temple.

Gateway of the Tomb Monument of Khefren.

Taken by Ricke.

79. Corn Granary of Giza.

The heaps of corn are piled up on a sort of threshing'
floor made of Nile mud.
Taken by Borchardt.

80. A Village Wedding Procession.

In the foreground, the wedding treasures. The bride,

beneath the tent on the second camel, being carried in

a festal procession to the bridegroom's house.

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

81. A Village Square.
The tent-shaped sunproof in front of the mud huts

was erected by an artisan who goes from village to

village, the women waiting for him.

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

82. El'Marg, near Cairo.

In the background on the right, the Tower ofthe Village

Mosque.
Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

83. El'Marg. Houses on an Irrigation Canal.

The covered place by the water is for saying prayers.

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

84. El'Marg. The Cemetery.
Taken by Ricke.

85. El'Marg. A Palm Grove.

In the centre water-wheel with stable adjoining for the

oxen that work it.

Taken by Ricke.

86. Wadi Hof. In the Arabian Desert near Helwan.

End of the 'Valley.

The hollow has been created by the water streaming down
from the high tableland. .

Taken by Marterer.

87. Wadi Hof. Flat part of the Valley.
In the centre, rubble and sand deposit, left behind by
the masses of water which have from time to time flowed

past.

Taken by Marterer.

88. Wadi Dikla. In the Arabian Desert near Helwan.

Fallen masses of rock.

The blocks break away from the undermined sides of

the Wadis.

Taken by Ricke.

89. Wadi Dikla. The Flatter Part.

Remaining moisture permits of sparse growth of vege-
tation in the centre of the Wadis.

Taken by Ricke.

90. El'Maassara, near Cairo. Stone quarries on the

border of the Arabian Desert.

Work is again being carried on in the old Egyptian
chalk-stone quarries.

Taken by Wolf.

91. Sakkara North. Tomb Monuments of Princesses

near the Step Mastaba.

The Step Mastaba seen from the east side. The threex

quarter columns on the front of the left tomb monument
are probably the oldest plant columns (about 3200 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

92. Sakkara North. Temenos Wall round the Step
Mastaba.

The projections and recesses with their arrangements of
niches are characteristic of the King's Jubilee buildings

(about 3200 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.
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93. Sakkara North. Step Mastaba of King Djeser.
In the foreground the Chapel courtyard of the King's

Jubilee buildings (see Plate 92).

Taken by Rickc.

94. Sakkara South. View to the Mastaba el'Faraoon.

The Mastaba Faraoon, the Tomb Monument of King
Shepses-kcf (about 3000 B.C.). is visible on the left

above the palm grove.

Taken by Wolf.

95. Sunset near Sakkara.

In the background the Step Mastaba.

Taken by Marterer.

96. Dahshur. The Blunted Pyramid.
Forerunner of the real pyramid form, probably built in

the time between the Kings Djcscr and Snefru (about

3200 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

97. Dahshur. The Brick Pyramid.

Only the brick inside is partially preserved, the lime-

stone covering having broken away (about 1900 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

98. Medum. Pyramid and Tomb Monuments.

To the left, the tomb monuments; to the right, the

Pyramid, the exterior of which is broken off, so that the

condition ofan earlier design is visible (about 3 100 B.C.).
Taken by ScharfF.

99. Medum. Pyramid of King Snefru.
The remains of the real pyramid form stand in a high

heap of rubble, which surrounds the whole, and in the

centre of which the entrance is visible (see Plate 98).

Taken by Ricke.

100. The Fayum. Palm Trees at a Pond.

The plants in the pond, which are low in comparison
to the palms, are a kind of cypress, which, like papyrus,

were taken as a model for columns.

Taken by Borchardt.

101. Fayum, Pond with Ducks near El'Laboon.

Taken by Ricke.

102. Fayum. Village of El'Agamyeen.
Taken by Ricke.

103. Pigeon Houses near the Village of Kakhk.

The raised buildings consist of a number of pots, in

which the pigeons nest (compare Plates 105, 170

and 233).

Taken by Ricke.

104. Fayum. Undershot Water Wheels.

This form of irrigation, which needs water flowing

rapidly in cascades, is only possible in Egypt at Fayum.
Taken by Ricke.

105. Fayum. Pigeon Houses.

See Plates 103, 170 and 233.

Taken by Borchardt.

106. Fayum. Women and Children Bathing near El'

Agamiyeen.
The women bathe with their underclothes on.

107. Fayum. Canal near Tersa.

Taken by Ricke.

108. Fayum. Canal near the Village of E$<Siliyeen.
In the centre, near the Nile-mud wall, are tamarisks.

Taken by Scharff.

109. Deir'Mawas. Palm Trees on Dam.
Taken by Hollander.

no. Tel el'Amtrna. Relief in the Tomb tf Eye.

Eye, on the right, holds his military insignia in his

hand; his wife, on the left, wears on her large wig an

ornament only customary with ladies ofthe Royal Court

the so-called "annointing-cone,"a lump of fat, which

was placed on the head on festive occasions. Above,
a hymn to the sun.

Taken by Hollander.

in. Tel el'Amarna. Excavation in 1)14.

Dwelling houses are being excavated, one of which,
on the left, is clearly seen.

Taken by Hollander.

112. Et'Till. Shore of the Nile.

In the background the heights of Shcyoh Said, with

modern chalk quarries.

Taken by Hollander.

113. Et'Till. Women Fetching Water.

The stooping woman on the right has on her head a

ring made of rags, which serves as a foundation for

carrying the pitcher.

Taken by Hollander.

114. Et'Till. Sycamore Trees on the banks of the Nile.

Taken by Hollander.

115. Et'Till. Sunset.

Taken by Hollander.

116. Moulding Bricks.

The bricks, formed of damp Nile mud and moulded

in a wooden box, are dried in the sun for a few days
and are then ready for use.

Taken by Borchardt.

117. Sheep near a Saint's Tomb.

The sheep are given water from the small well on the left.

Taken by Borchardt.

118. Assiut. The Cemetery.
In the foreground, the dust heaps of the Ancient Egyp-
tian tombs; behind, in front of the palms, those of

reoent times.

Taken by Ricke.

119. Assiut. At High Nile.

The dam leads from the town, which is surrounded

by water, to the cemetery.

Taken by Ricke.

120. Stbag. The White Monastery.
Central aisle of the Basilican Church (oldest part

about 450 A. D.).

Taken by Ricke.
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121. Sobag. Domes of the White Monastery.
The hanging domes rest upon octagonal protuberances

above square rooms.

Taken by Ricke.

122. Abydos. The Temple of Seti I.

On the left, the pillars of the raised entrance hall to a

row of chapels; on the right, lower, a row of pillars

of the hall, which lies before it (about 1300 B.C.).

Taken by Ricke.

123. Abydos. Hall in the Temple of Seti 1.

So-called trunk-pillars in the back Temple spaces

(about 1 300 B. C.).

Taken by Borchardt.

124. Cbarga Oasis. Road to the Oasis of Dakhla.

In the foreground tracks of the motor vehicles which

now run regularly between Charga and Dakhla.

Taken by Ricke.

125. Cbarga Oasis. Palm Gardens and road.

The low wall on the right is protected from being
climbed over by plaited palm branches.

Taken by Ricke.

126. Charga Oasis. Palm Gardens on Irrigation Canal.

To-day the water is got from artesian wells.

Taken by Ricke.

127. Charga Oasis. Street Scene in the Chief Village.

Hedges of palm branches on the roofs (compare
Plate 125).

Taken by Ricke.

128. Cbarga Oasis. Street in the Chief Village.
In the background the Minaret of the Mosque.
Taken by Ricke.

129. Charga Oasis. Street with Sunshades in the Chief
Village.

Taken by Ricke.

130. Charga Oasis. Street in the Chief Village built

over with houses.

The dwellings in the upper stories continue over the

street; a method of building customary in the oasis,

which also occurs occasionally in the Nile Valley,

by Ricke.

~>asis. Street in the Chief Village built
'

ouses.

ke.

View over the roofs of the Chief

n the centre is a weaving-loom for

ed from Charga (see Plate 133).

'"{ Village.

right in the foreground

134-

The.

Taken

be Chief Village,
f palm branches.

135. Charga Oasis. Domes of Tombs.

Built of air-dried bricks.

Taken by Ricke.

t36. Charga Oasis. Gate of the Temple of Hibis.

From Roman times (First Century A. D.).

Taken by Ricke.

137. Charga Oasis. Entrance Hall of the Hibis Temple.

Palm, papyrus and lotus columns (about 350 B.C.).

Taken by Ricke.

138. Charga Oasis. Christian Tomb Monuments.

Taken by Ricke.

139. Charga Oasis. Christian Tomb Monuments.

Taken by Ricke.

140. Charga Oasis. Rampart and Tower of the Roman
Fortress Ed'Deir.

The building consists merely of air-dried bricks; serious

attacks with siege weapons were not to be expected.

Taken by Ricke.

141. Charga Oasis. Roman Fortress Ed'Deir.

Taken by Ricke.

142. Charga Oasis. Kasr Ain Mustafa Kashif.

Building to protect a well.

Taken by Ricke.

143. Charga Oasis. Kasr el'Ghueta.

Columns from Ptolomaic times representing bunches

of papyrus and cypress (about 200 B. C.).
Taken by Ricke.

144. Charga Oasis. Making mats in Kasr es'Sayan.
Intermediate process between weaving and plaiting work

(see Plates 132, 133).

Taken by Ricke.

145. Dakhla Oasis. Mat Village.
The houses, which have several stories, cover the streets

(see Plates 130, 131).

Taken by Ricke.

146. Dakhla Oasis. Street in Mut.
Here only one room covers the street (see Plates 1 30, 1 3 1);

on the right are seats in front of the doors made of air-

dried bricks.

Taken by Ricke.

147. Dakhla Oasis. Street in Rashida Village.
Taken by Ricke.

148. Acacia Trees at Rashida.

Taken by Ricke.

149. Dakhla Oasis. Saints' Tombs near El-Kasr.
Beside the tomb is a resting-place for wanderers.

Taken by Ricke.

150. Dakhla Oasis. Mosque in El'Kasr.
The prominent side of the house in the centre is

decorated with coloured bricks.

Taken by Ricke.
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151. Dakhla Oasis. Village of El'Kasr.

In the windows left of the tower are fanlights with plain
brickwork.

Taken by Rickc.

152. Dakhla Oasis. Strtet in El'Kasr.

The house built over the street has coloured front sur*

faces and brickwork (see Plates 150 and 151).

Taken by Ricke.

153. Dakhla Oasis. Street in El'Kasr.

Taken by Ricke.

154. Dakbla Oasis. Moving Dunes near Cedida Village.
These dunes, impassable for man or beast, progrcssiv

ely cover houses, gardens and fields in the Oases.

Taken by Ricke.

155. Dakhla Oasis. Moving Dunes near Gedida Village.

Taken by Ricke.

156. El'Kara Oasis from the North.

This place stands on the small remains of an upper
formation which has been ground away all round by
sand. It has therefore grown, not in breadth, but in

height, with its many storied houses (compare Plates

145, 150, and 151).

Taken by Geilinger.

157. El'Kara Oasis. Chief Village.

See Plate 156.

Taken by Geilinger.

158. Siwa Oasis. Mosque in Agburmi.
Taken by Geilinger.

159. Siwa Oasis. House in the Chief Village.

Taken by Geilinger.

160. Dendera. Entrance Hall of the Temple of Hatbor.

The roofofthe entrance hall rests upon sistrum/columns,

showing heads of the Goddess Hathor (completed

about 20 A. D.).

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

161. Dendera. Temple of Hathor.

The roof of the principal house, on the right behind

the entrance hall, is, surrounded by a high wall,

above the waterspouts which makes all that happens

invisible from outside.

Taken by Ricke.

162. Dendera. The Holy Lake near the Temple of

Hatbor.

In the background is the thick wall surrounding the

Temple precincts.

Taken by Ricke.

163. Dendera. Coptic Church and Temple of Har*

sem'tewe.

In the foreground, on the left, is the temple from

the time of King Nektanebos I. (about 370 B.C.);

behind is the Coptic Church; in the background is

the Temple of HaMem'tewe (First Century A. D.).

Taken by Ricke.

164. Dendera. Screen Wall in the Temple of Har-
sem'tewe.

The picture signifies the Temple as "Birth House". Its

principal group represents Isis suckling the infant

Horus. (First century A. D.).

Taken by Ricke.

165. Thebes West. Lamenting Women in the Tomb of
Ramose.

To the right and left of the mourners gifts are being
carried to the grave. In the time of Amcnophis HI.

(about 1375 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

166. Thebes West. Measuring Corn in the Tomb of
Mena.

Two writers, on the left, are taking notes of the result

of the measuring (about 1400 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

167. Thebes West. Winnowing in the Tomb of Mena.

The winnowing is done with wooden utensils like

spoons (about 1400 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

168. Thebes West. Croup of Officials in Charge of
Estates in the Tomb of Kba'em'het.

The officials are being anointed as a reward (compare
Plate no), and are distinguished by neck ornaments

- (about 1400 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

169. Thebes West. A Couple at a Meal in the Tomb

of Ramose.

The man has a golden mark of distinction round his

neck, the woman a crown of waterlily leaves and a

blue waterlily in her hair; rime of Amenophis III.

(about 1375 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

170. Thebes West. Necropolis below Sheikh Abd eh

Kurna.

Uprooted burial ground. Cultivated land in the back'

ground.
Taken by Ricke.

171. Thebes West. Pigeon House.

Compare Plates 103, 105, and 233.

Taken by Ricke.

172. Thebes West. The Western Valley of the Kings.

Taken by Ricke.

173. Thebes West. Valley of the Kings.

Taken by Ricke.

174. Thebes West. Eastern Valley of the Kings.

Taken by Ricke.

175. Thebes West. Mountains near Deir'el'babari.

Taken by Ricke.

176. Thebes West. Deir'el'babari.

The temple in the foreground is that of Hat'shcpsowct

(about 1480 B.C.); that in the background is the

death temple of Mentuhotep (about 2000 B.C.).

Taken by Ricke.
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177- Thebes West. Colonnade in Deir^ehbahari.

Row of four'edged pillars,
which enclose the terraces of

the temple of Hat'shepsowet (about 1480 B.C.).

Taken by Ricke.

178. Thebes West. Entrance Hall to the Anubi Chapel

in Deir'el'bahari.

See Plate 177.

Taken by Ricke.

179. Thebes West. Chapels in Deir'el'babari.

The back wall of the highest terrace of the temple of

Hat-shepsowet, with the Chapels built into the high

rocky wall (about 1480 B.C.).

Taken by Ricke.

180. Thebes West. Tomb Monuments in Assasif.

In the centre are remains of a small brick Pyramid; on

the left and at the back are gates of tomb monuments

from more recent times.

Taken by Ricke.

181. Thebes West. Temple of Seti near Kurna.

Columns representing bundles of papyrus, the details

ofwhich are now only faintly traced (about 1290 B.C.).

Taken by Ricke.

182. Thebes West. The Ramesseum from the South

West.

The remains of the basilican colonnade (about

1230 B. C.).

Taken by Hollander.

183. Thebes West. The Ramesseum from the South.

On the left the basilican colonnade (columned hall);

in the middle the statues in front in the second court

(about 1230 B. C.).

Taken by Ricke.

184. Thebes West. Columns in the Ramesseum.

Through the columns of the basilican hall one of the

statues can be seen which stands on the pillars in the

second court (about 1230 B.C.).
Taken by Hollander.

185. Thebes West. Statues of Kings in the Ramesseum.

On the left the statues on the front of the columns, on

the right the remains of the Colossus of the first

court (about 1230 B. C.).

Taken by Ricke.

186. Thebes West. Vaulted Storerooms in the Rainess

seam.

Part of the storerooms belonging to the Temple and

Palace (about 1230 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

187. Thebes West. At a Well on the Borders of
Cultivation.

At the border of the cultivated land; in the background
the heights of Sheikh Abd el'Kurna.

Taken by Borchardt.

188. Thebes West. A Weaver's Hut.

On the left hangs a weaver's chain; on the right, in

front, are little stockholders, made of Nile mud; on

the extreme right, the door of the dwelling, an ancient

tomb.

Taken by Borchardt.

189. Thebes West. Op en^air Sleep ing Placefor Summer

use in Front of a House.

The deposit of Nile mud in front of the sleeping place

protects
it from creeping reptiles.

Hence the representa/

tions upon it.

Taken by Borchardt.

190. Thebes West. Women and Children in Front of a

House.

Taken by Borchardt.

191. A Beduin Tent.

Taken by Borchardt.

192. Thebes West. Lamenting a Death in Sheikh Abd

el'Kurna.

The women assemble in front of the house of mounv

ing; the men, above, on the right, sit aside.

Taken by Borchardt.

193. Thebes. Ferry Boy.
Taken by Borchardt.

194. Thebes West. High Nile.

Taken by Ricke.

195. Thebes West. Flooded Cultivation.

In the centre ofthe flooded area, the Colossi ofMemnon.

Taken by Borchardt.

196. Thebes West. Medinet'Haboo.

In the centre the "High Gate"; on the left the Temple
of Ramses III. (about 1180 B.C.).

Taken by Ricke.

197. Thebes West. Medinet'Haboo from the South.

On the right the "High Gate" with the private apart'

ments of Ramses III. (about 1180 B.C.).

Taken by Ricke.

198. Thebes West. Scoop near Medinet'Haboo.

Taken by Ricke.

199. Thebes West. Tamarisk Trees.

On the canal, crank apparatus for raising water.

Taken by Ricke.

200. Thebes West. The Colossi of Memnon.
Statues of Amenophis III. (about 1400 B.C.), the

one on the right which produced a musical note at

sunrise, was restored in Roman times.

Taken by Ricke.

201. Luxor. Portico of Amenophis III.

Pillars representing bundles of papyrus with closed

umbel capitals; on the left a papyrus column with

open umbel capital (about 1400 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.
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2.02. Luxor. Courtyard of Ramses II.

Before the high papyrus columns with open umbel

capitals from the time of Amenophis III. (about

1400 B.C.); the lower papyrus-bundle columns with

closed umbel capitals from the time of Ramses II.

(about 1250 B.C.).
Taken by Hollander.

203. Luxor. Statues of Ramses II.

Taken by Hollander.

204. Karnak. Road leading to the Temple of Chons.
In the background the Gate of Ptolomy Euergctes

(about 230 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

205. Karnak. The Temple of Cbons.

View towards the entrance (about uoo B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

206. Karnak. Northern Gate.

The brick walls, in which this gate stood, have been

removed (about 230 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

207. Karnak. The Avenue of the Rams.
The rams, animals sacred to Amon, to whom the great

Karnak Temple was dedicated, each have a picture of

the King in front of them (about 1250 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

208. Karnak. The Great Hypostyle.
Above are windows of the great basilican hall of

Ramses II. (about 1250 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

209. Karnak. View through the Festival Hall of Tbut*
mo sis III.

A basilican hall, erected for the jubilee in the reign of

Thutmosis III. (about 1470 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

210. Karnak. Festival Hall of Thutmosis III. from the

West.

The basilica form is quite recognisable, in spite of the

absence of the external wall, which ran lengthwise

(about 1470 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

211. Karnak. Festival Hall of Thutmosis III., seen

from the Soutb'West.

The "tent'pole columns" point to the hall having been

copied from a festival tent (about 1470 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

212. Karnak. The Temple of Ptah.

One of the small side-temples in the vicinity of the

great Temple of Amon.
Taken by Ricke.

213. Karnak. Behind the Festival Hall of Tbut'

mo sis III.

Taken by Ricke.

214. Karnak. Second Pylon in the Southern Part of the

Temple of Amon.
Erected by Har-cm-heb (about 1350 B.C.). On the

left is a dum palm.
Taken by Ricke.

215. Karnak. Third Pylon in the Southern Part of the

Temple of Amon.
Erected by Hat-shepsowet (about 1480 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

216. Karnak. The Holy Lake.

In the background on the left the first pylon, in the

centre the great colonnade of Ramses II.; on the right
the Obelisks.

Taken by Lehncrt and Landrock.

217. Medamut. Ptolemaic Columns in the Temple.

Papyrus-bundle columns with open and closed umbel

capitals; in the foreground are excavated temple remains.

Taken by ScharfT.

218. Edfu. View over the Town.
Taken by Ricke.

219. Edfu. Pylon of the Temple of Horus.

On both sides of the gates are the slits and clamp-holes
for the high poles.

Taken by Ricke.

220. Kom Omho. Temple of Sukbos and Haroeris.

Two aisled double temple from Ptolemaic times.

Taken by Ricke.

221. Kom Omto. Plantation of Sugar Cane.

Taken by Ricke.

222. Women Churning Butter.

The milk is shaken in an inflated goatskin pipe which

is pounded against the wall.

Taken by Borchardt.

223. Village Scene.

The man sitting on the left is spinning.

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

224. Aswan. Bisbaree Girl.

The
style of hair-dressing recalls that of Ancient Egypt.

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

225. Aswan. Bisbaree.

Taken by Lehnen and Landrock.

226. Aswan. Port for Sailing Boats.

Taken by Ricke.

227. Aswan. Shipwright's Yard.

The rising Nile raises the completed boats into the water.

Taken by Ricke.

228. Aswan. Approach to the First Nile Rapid.
Taken by Ricke.

229. Aswan. The First Nile Rapid and Fort Tokook.

Fort Tokook, on the hill in the centre, served in 1884
and later for the defence ofAswan against the Dervishes.

Taken by Borchardt.
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230. Elephantine Island. Scoop Wheels.

-The great pitcher on the left contains drinking water

for passers-by.

Taken by Ricke.

231. Aswan. Nubian Children.

Taken by Ricke.

232. Aswan. On Kitchener's Island.

Between Elephantine and the Western Nile bank. This

little island once belonged to the late Lord Kitchener

(compare Plate 235).

Taken by Ricke.

233. Aswan. Pigeon House and a Dum Palm.

Compare Plates 103, 105, and 171.

Taken by Ricke.

234. Aswan. Tomb of Si'renpowet.
View through the centre of the tomb. On the back

wall is a representation ofa death meal (about I950B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

235. Aswan. Kitchener's Island from the North.

See Plate 232.

Taken by Ricke.

236. Aswafyt.
St. Simon's Monastery.

Fortified building from the Seventh Century A. D.

Taken by Ricke.

237. Aswan. Vaulted Hall in St. Simon's Monastery.
Taken by Scharff.

238. Aswan. Tomb Monuments on the Road to Philte.

The medieval Islamic cemetery of Aswan (see also

Plates 239).

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

239. Aswan. Tomb Monuments on the Road to Philce.

Compare Plate 238.

Taken by Ricke.

240. Aswan. Obelisk in the Quarry.
In consequence ofa defect in the stone this obelisk was

left unblasted in the quarry.

Taken by Ricke.

241. Aswan. Granite Quarry.
Taken by Ricke.

242. A Peasant's House with Scoop Wheel.

Taken by Ricke.

243. Aswan. The Dam.
Built 1893 1912.

Taken by Ricke.

244. Aswan. Officials' Quarters near the Dam.
The un-Egyptian form of the house on the left is taken

from India.

Taken by Ricke.

245. Banyan Tree.

Taken by Ricke.

246. Philte before the Dam was built.

Seen from the Island of Bige at low Nile.

Taken by Lehnert and Landrock.

247. Pbiltf. Isis Temple.
On the pylon (about 240 B. C.) the dark streaks show

the high waterwark when the dam lake is full.

Taken by Wolff.

248. Philte. Colonnade in Front of Isis Temple.
First Century B. C.

Taken by Wolff.

249. Philte at High Water; up-stream the Dam.
All that project half out of the water are the first pylon,

right, and the second, left, of the Isis Temple.
Taken by Ricke.

250. Philte. The "Kiosk" at High Water.

About First Century B. C.

Taken by Ricke.

251. Shellal. Nubian Brick House.

Taken by Ricke.

252. Kalabshe. Grinding Corn in the Village.

In Nubia to/day the corn is still, as in Ancient Egypt,

ground to powder between two stones.

Taken by Ricke.

253. Kalabshe. The Temple at High Water.

First Century B. C.

Taken by Ricke.

254. Dakka. The Bank of the Nile.

Taken by Ricke.

255. Dakka. Palm Trees in High Water.

Taken by Ricke.

256. Dakka. The Temple.
Third Century B. C.

Taken by Ricke.

257. Sebua. The Temple.
Time of Ramses II. (about 1250 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

258. Sebua. Sphinxes in the Temple.
Ramses II., who was himself honoured in this Temple,
is here represented as a lion (about 1250 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.

259. Lower Nubia. Water Levers on the Bank of the

Nile.

The upper baling apparatus is fed from the lower one.

Taken by Ricke.

260. Sebua. Vegetation on the Bank of the Nile.

On the right, centre, a dum palm tree.

Taken by Ricke.

261. Lower Nubia. Sailing Boat.

Taken by Ricke.

262. Kasr Ibrim. View over the Nile.

Taken by Ricke.

263. Abu Simbel. The Great Rock Temple.
This Temple, hollowed out under Ramses II., faces

the rising sun; the frieze above represents monkeys
adoring the sun (about 1250 B.C.).
Taken by Ricke.
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264. Abu Simbel. View across the Nilt. 268. Lower Nubia. Scoop Wheels.
Taken by Ricke. Taken by Ricke.

265. Abu Simbel. The Great Rock Temple.
2<S9 ' Aku Simbtl Tbe Narrou> Cultivation in Front of

Taken by Ricke. " Temples.
In the background the small Rock Temple.

266. Tbe Hall of Statues in the Great Rock Temple.
Taken by Ricke.

The statues in front of the pillars represent Ramses II. 2?a Abu Simbet. Cattle Stable.

(about 1250 B.C.). Taken by RJ^
Taken by Ricke.

271. Tbe Second Nile Rapids.

267. Abu Simbel. Tbe Small Rock Temple.
Sccn from the Cliff of Abuiir.

The statues on the Temple represent Ramses II. and

his wife (about 1250 B.C.). 272. Cliff of Abusir. View of the Second Nile Rapidt.
Taken by Ricke. Taken by Ricke.
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Aghurmi 158
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Cairo 258

Charga'Oasis 124 144
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Hdfu 218, 219
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Et'Till 112 115
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Kurna 181
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Medum 98, 99

Mut 145, 146

Nile Rapids 228, 229, 271, 272

Philz 246 250

Rashida 147, 148
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Sebua 257, 258
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SiwaXDasis 158, 159
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Thebes 165 200
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Gise. Sphinx (1914).

Guizeh. Le Sphinx en 1914.

Giza. The Sphinx in 1914.

Ghiza. La Sfinge (1914).
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/Cairo. Turm von Ibn Tulim.

Le Ca/re. Minaret d'lhn Touloun.

Cairo. Toicer of Ihn Tulun.

Caire. Minarcto H'lbn Tallin.



/Cairo. Blick durch die Fliigel Oon Ibn Tulun.

Le Caire. Vue a trovers les ne/s d'lkn Touloun.

Cairo. View through the wings of Ion Tulun.

Cairo. Veduta attraverso le nat^ate d Ibn Talon.



/Cairo. Trinkbrunnen und Schule des All Bey ed-Dumjati.

Le Caire. Fontaine et ecole d'Ali Bey ed-Doumiati.

Cairo. Drinking fountain and school of Ali Bey el-Dumjati.

Cairo. Fontana e scunla d'Ali Bey el-Dumjati.



Kairo. Schara Bah el-Wesir.

Le Caire. Rue Bab el-Ouezir.

Cairo. Shara Bab cl-Wazir.

Cairo. Sciara Bab el vezir.



Kairo. Ibrahim Ago.

Lf Caire. Ibrahim Agha.

Cairo. Ibrahim Agha.

Cairo. Moschea d'Ibrahim Agha.
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/Cairo. Moichee-Tiir.

Le Caire. Porte d une mosquee.

Cairo. Door of a mosque.

Cairo. Porta J'una moschea.



Kairo. Haustiir.

Le Caire. Porte d une maison privet.

Cairo. Door of a house.

Cairo. Porta J'una casa pricala.
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Kairo. Dark el-achmar mil den Tiirmen Jes Moaijad.

Le Caire. Dark el-achmar auec les minarets du Mouaiyad.

Cairo. Darb el-akhmar with towers oj the Moaiyad.

Cairo. Darb el Akhmar e i minareti del Moiaiad.
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Kairo. Hauptjliis>ft Jes Moaijad.

Le Cairt. Nef principal tiu Mouaiyad.

Cairo. Main ifing of the Moaiitad.

Cairo. Navata principale de Moiaiad.

2* Agypten
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/Cairo. Fatimidisches Sladtlor Bab en-nassr.

Le Caire. Porte de la ville du temps dcs Falimides Bab en-nasr.

Cairo. Falimide City-gate Bab en-nassr.

Cairo. Porta della cilia dell' epoca del Falimidi Bab en-nasr.
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Kairo. Turm Jes Beibars el-Gaschankjr .

Le Caire. Minaret de Beibars el-Gachankir

Cairo. Tower of Beybars el-Gashankir .

Cairo. Minarelo di Beibars el-Gasciankir .
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Kairo. Emir Achor.

Le Caire. Emir Alfhor.

Cairo. Amir Abhor.

Cairo. La moschea Emir Akhor.
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Kairo. Slrafte mil Turm da Sargalmaxh.

Le Caire. Rue avec le minaret du Sarghatmache.

Cairo. Street with toiler of Sarghalmash.

Cairo. Strada col minareto del 'Sarghatmaxie.



/Cairo. Gasse.

Le Cai're. Une ruelle.

Cairo. A lane.

Cairo. Un vicolo.



Kairo. Innenhof des Carnal ed-din.

Le Caire. Cour inlerieure du Carnal ed-din.

Cairo. Inner court of Gamal ed-din.

Cairo. Corte interna del Gamal ed-din.
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Kairo. Hauptraum des Houses Jes Gamdl ed-din.

Le Caire. Sails principale de la maison de Carnal ed-din

Cairo. Main room in the house of Carnal ed-din.

Cairo. Sola principalc nella ccaa di Carnal ed-din.
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Kairo. Allc Kaufmannsherberge.

Le Caire. Un okcl.

Cairo. Old merchants inn.

Cairo. Un vecchio albergo.
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/Cairo. Gasse mil Kuppel des Emir Achor.

Lc Caire, Ruelle et coupole de I'Emir Alfhor,

Cairo. Lane in/A dome of Amir Akhor.

Cairo. Vicolo e cupola dtlla moxhta d'Emir



Kairo. Erteutete 7 iir emcr Kreuz/ahrcrlfirche am
im Mohammed en-Nasir.

Le Caire. Porte Jans Mohammed en-ndsser prise dans
une eglise des croisiers a

Cairo. Door in Mohammed en-Nazir taken

from a Crusader's church at

Cairo. Porta in Mohammed en-Nasir, volta

ad una chiesa del Crociati in Acco.
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Kniro. Waxhbrunnen ini Barquq i. d. Stadt.

Le Cairc. Fontaine dans Barqouq en ville.

Cairo. Washing fountain in Barkuk in-touln

Cairo. Fontana delta moschea di Barkak dentro la citta.
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/Cairo. Grabbau des Qait Bey.

Le Caire. Mausolee de Qait Bey.

Cairo. Tomb-monument oj Qait Bey.

Cairo. Mausoleo di Qait Bey.
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Kairo. Grab da Qait Bey.

Le Caire. Tombeau de Qait Bey.

Cairo. Tomb oj Qait Bey.

Cairo. Tomka Ji Qait Bey.
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/Cairo. Koplixhe Kirche Muallaqa in Alt-Kairo.

Le Caire. Egliie copte Mouallaha au Viewc-Caire.

Cairo. Coptic church Muallahtt in Old-Cairo.

Cairo. Chitsa copta Moallaca nel Vecchto Cairo.
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/Cairo. Ho} im Crabbau des Barquq.

Lc Caire. Coar dam le mausolee de Barqouq.

Cairo. Court-yard in the tomb-monument ofBarkuk

Cairo. Cortile del Mausoleo di Barkuh



Kairo. Kuppel des Grabbaus Jes Barquq.

Le Caire. Coupole Ju mausolee de Barqouq.

Cairo. Dome of lomb-monumtnt of Bar^uk.

Cairo. Cupola del mausolro di Barkuk



Kairo. Grabbau Emir Gam Bey.

Le Caire. Mausolec de Ghani Bey.

Cairo. Tomb-monument ofAmir Chant Bey

Cairo. Mausoleo dell'Emiro Ghani Bey.

44



Kairo. Grabbauten Sultan Inal und Emir Kebir.

Le Caire. Mausolet Ju Sullan Inal tl J'Emir Kebir.

Cairo. Tomb-monumentf of Sullan Inal and Am!r Kekir.

Cairo. Mausolci del Sultana Inal e deU'Emiro Kebir.
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/Cairo. Grabbauten aus der sudlichen Totenitadt.

Le Caire. Mausolea Je la necropole du sud.

Cairo. Tomb-monuments in the Southern Necropolis

Cairo. Mausolei della necropoli meridionale.
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Kairo. Moqaltam.

Le Caire. Lt Mokattam.

Cairo. The Mokattam.

Cairo. II Mokattam.
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Kairo. Blick vom Befctaxhi-Klosler.

Le Caire. Vue prist du couvent des Beiflochis.

Cairo. View from the Beklashi-Monastcry

Cairo. VcJuta dal convenlo dei
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/Cairo. Blick vom Moqattam.

Le Caire. Vuc prise du Mokatlam.

Cairo. View from the Moqattam.

Cairo. Veduta dal Mokallam.
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/Cairo. Grahbau am Moqallam.

Le Caire. Mausolee au Mor^altam.
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Cairo. Tomb-monument on the Mokaltam.

Cairo. Mausoleo al Mokattam.
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Er-Raxhid. Grahbauten.

Rosette. Mausolees.

Er-Rashid. Tomb-monuments.

Rosetta. Mausolei.
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Wadi Natrun. Koptixhts Kloster Amba Bxhoi

Ouadi Natroun. Couvent Coplt Amba Bchoi.

Wadi-Natroon. Coptic Convent Amba Bshoy.

Vadi Natrun. ConfentocoptoAmbaBscoi.
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Wadi A/a/run. Stucl^verzierung im l^optischen

Klosler Es-Surjan.

Ouadi-Natroun. Decorations en slue dans le Couvent

Copte Es-Souryan,

Wadi Natroon. Stucco-decoration in the Coptic

Convent Es-Surjan.

Vadi-Nalrun. Decorazioni in stucco nel convento copto

Es-Surian.
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Wadi Natrun. Stucl^verzierung im Ifoptischen

Klosler Es-Surjan.

Ouadi Natroun. Decorations en stuc Jans le

Couuent Copte Es-Souryan.

Wadi Natroon. Stucco-decoration in the Coptic
Convent Es-Surjan.

Vadi Natrun. Decorazioni in stucco nel

conutnto copto Es-Surian.

S' Agypten
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Gise. Sphinx nach der letzten Ausgrabung 1929,
Don O gesehen.

Guizeh. Le Sphinx apres Its dernieres fouilles en 1929,
vu de lEsl.

Giro. Tht Sphinx after the latest excavation in 1929.

seen from the East.

Ghiza. La Sfinge dopo gli ullimi scaui del 1929,

viita dall'Ett
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Gist. PyramiJen 6ei Unwelter, vom Flugzeug aus gesehen.

Guiseh. Lei Pyramides pendant one tempele, vues d'tm aeroplane.

Giza. The Pyramids in a storm, seen from an aeroplane.

Ghiza. Piramidi, viste da un acroplano duranle

ana burrasca.
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Gise. Innercs des GranittempeU.

Guizeh. L'inteneur du temple de granit.

Giza. Inside of the granite-temple.

Ghiza. Interne del Tempio di granito.
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El-Merg bd Kairo

El-Merg prii du Caire

EI-Marg near Cairo

El-Marg, oa presso Cairo
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El-Merg. Hduser an Bewdsserungskanal.

El-Mcrg. Maisom sur un canal (['irrigation.

El-Marg. Houtei on an irrigation-canal.

El-Marg. Case preuo un canale irriguo.

83



F.l-Mcrg. Friedhof.

l:l-\lcrs>. Cimetiere.

El-Marg. The Cemetery.

El-Mar^. Cimitero.



El-Merg. Palmenwald.

El-Merg. Bois de palmiers.

El-Marg. A palm-grove.

El-Marg. Un palmeto.
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Saqqdra-Nord. Umfassungsmauer des Bezir^f
Jer Stufen-Mastaba.

Saqqarah-Nord. Mur d'enceinte da district de la

Maslaba a degres

Sakkaro-Norlh. Temcnos-wall round

the Steft-Mastaba

del Nord. Muro di cinta
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Faijum. Palmen am Teich.

Fayoum. Palmiers pres dtin etang .

The Fayum. Palm-trees at a pond.

Fayum. Pulmeto.
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Faijum. F.nlenleich bei El-Lahun.

Fayoum. L'n elang <iiu awards pres d'El-Lahoun.

Fayum. Pom! with Jocfe near El-l.ahoon.

Fayuni. L'n laghcllo con analrr pram El-Lahun.
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Faijum. BadenJe Frtiueu und Kinder bei tJ-Agumijin.

Fayoum. Baigneuses avec lettrs enfants a El-.-\gumlyin.

. Women and children bathing near El-Agamiyeen.

Fayum. Bagnanti.
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Faijum. Kanal f>ei Tersa.

Fayoum. Canal pres de Tersa.

Fayurn. Canal near Tersa.

Fayum. Canale pretsa Ttrta.
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1

Tell el-Amarnj. Relief irn Grabe des Eje.

Tell el-Amarna. Relief dans le tombeau d'Ai.

Tell el-Amarna. Relief in the tomb of Eye.

Tell el-Amarna, Altorilici'i nella tomba d Aie.
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Sohag. Wcifla Kloster.

Sohag. Le Couvent Blanc.

Sohag. The White Monastery.

Sohag. II Convento Bianco.
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Abydos. Tempel Stthos' I.

Aiydos. Temple de Seti I.

Abydos. The Temple of Seti I.

Abides. Tempio di Seti I.
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Ooi Charge. Palmcngarten mil Betoasserungskanal.

L Oasis de Khargeh. Jardins de palmien sur m canal d irrigation.

Charga Oasis. Palm-gardens on irrigation-canal.

Oasi di Karga. Giardini e palmizi.
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Oase Charge. Straficnscene im Hauplort.

L'Oasii de Khargeh. Scene dam one rue du village principal.

Charga Oasis. Street scene in the chief village.

Oasi di Karga. Scena in una tlrada del villaggio f>rinc!f>ale.
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Oax Charge. Strafle im Hauptort.

L Oasis de Khargeh. Rue dam le village principal.

Charga Oasis. Street in the chief village.

Oasi di Karga. Una strada del \illaggio principale.
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Oase Charge. Strafie mil Sonnendachern im Hauplort

L Oasis de Khargeh. Rue aux toils ombrellaires

dans le village principal.

Charga Oasis. Street ulith sun-shades in the chief village.

Oasi di Karga. Tetti ombrellarii in una strada

del uillagijiu principal*

t* AgyjUen
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Oait Charge. Tor des Tempelf von Hikis.

L'Oasis Je Khargeh. Porte Ju Temple d'Hibis.

Cttar$a Oasis. The Hihis-Temple

Oasi di Karga. Porta del Tempio d'Hibide.
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Oase Charge. Wehrgang und Turm der romischen

Fatung Ed-Der.

L Oatis de Khargeh. Remtxtrt et tour df la forteresse

romaine d'Ed-Dcir.

Charga Oasis. Rampart and toioer of the Roman

fortress Ed-Deir.

Oasi di Karga. Bastione e torre delta jortezza

romana di Ed-Deir.
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Oase Dachlc. Strafe in Mat.

L'Oasis de Dakleh. Rue a Mout.

Dakhla Oasis. Street in Mut.

Oasi di Dakla. Una strada di Mut.
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Oase Dachlc. Strafe im Ort Reschide.

L'Oasis dt Dakleh. Rue dans It village de Rechidc.

Dahhla Oasis. Street in Rashida- village.

Oasi di Dakla. Una strode di Rexide.
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Oase Dachle. Moschee in El-Qasr.

L'Oasis At Dakleh. Mosquee a El-Kasr.

Dakhla Oasis. Mosque in El-Kasr.

Oasi di Dakla. Moschea a El-Kasr.
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Oase DocWe. 5/ra)3e in /-Qasr .

/-'Oaris Je Dakleh. Rue a El-Kasr

Dakhla Oasis. Street in EI-Kasr.

Oasi di Dakla. Una slrada a El-Kasr.
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Oasc Dachle. Strafc in El-Qasr.

L 'Oasis Jf Daklih. Rue a El-Kasr.

Oasis. Street in EI-Kcar.

Oaa di Dakia- ''na sl'aJa a EI-Kasr.
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Dendera. Schranl^e vom Tempel des Har-sem-tewe

Dendtrah. Cloison au Temple d'Har-sem-teoue.

Dendera. Screen-Wall in the Temple of Har-sem-tewe.

Dendera. Nel tempio di Har-sem-leVe.
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/. Wesltal der Kanigsgraber .

Thebes-Ouat. Partie occidentals de la Vallet des Rois.

Thebes-West. Western valley of the Kings.

Tebe occidental. Parts occidentale della Valle del Re.
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Thebai-West. Osttal der Konigsgrdker .

Thebes-Ouest. Vallee orientale des rois.

Thcbci-West. Eastern valley of the Kings.

Tebe occidcntale. Parte orientale delta Valle del Re.
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Theben-West. Gebirge bei Der el-bachri.

Thebes-Ouest. Montagne pres de Deir el-Bahari.

Thebes-Wai. Mountains near Deir-el-bahari.

Tebe occidental. Monte presso Deir El-Bahari.
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Theben-Wat. Der el-bachri.

Thtbei-Ouest. Deir el-Bahari.

Thebes-West. Deir-el-bahari.

Tebe occidentals. Deir El-Bahari.
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Theben-West. Saulengansj in Der el-bachri.

Thetes-Ouest. Colonnade a Deir el-Bahari.

Thebes-West. Colonnade in Deir-el-bahari .

Tebe occidental. Colonnato a Deir El-Bahari.
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Theben-West. Saulen im Ramaseum.

Thebes-Ouest. Colonnes dans le Ramesseum.

Thebes-Wtst. Columns in the Ramesseum.

Tebe occidentale. Colonne del Ramesseo.
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Luqsor. Hof Ramses' II.

Louqsor. Cour de Ramses II.

Luxor. Courtyard of Ramses II.

Luksor. Corte di Ramses II.
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Luqsdr. StandlilJer Ramses' II.

Louqsor. Statues Je Ramses II.

Luxor. Statues of Raima II.

Luksor. Statue di Ramies II.
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k. Strafie zum Chow-Tempel.

Karnak- Route menant au Temple de Khons.

Karnak.. Road leading to the Temple of Chons.

k. Slrada che conduce al tempio di Khons.
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Karnak. Chons-Tempel.

Karnak- Temple de Khom.

Karnak. The Temple of Chons.

Karnak. Tempio di Khans.
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Karnak. Nordtor.

Karnak- Porte seplenlrionale.

Karnak.. Northern Gate.

Karnak.. Porta settentrionale.
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Karnak. Grojier Sdulensaal.

Karnak. Grand portique.

Karnak. The Great Hypostyle.

Karnak. Grande portico.

208



Karnak- Durchblick im Festsaal Thutmosis' III. Kamak- View through the festival hall of Thutmoas III.

Karnalf, Vue a trovers le Hall de jubilee de Thoutmosis III Karnak- Veduta attrauerso I'atrio del giuhileo di Tutmotit III

14* Agypten
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Assuan. Biichari-Mddchen.

Assouan. Fille Bicharine.

Aswan. Bisharee-girl.

Assuan. Ragazza bisciarina.
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Assuan. Bischari.

Assouan. Bichari

I5 Agypten

Aswan. Bisharee.

Assuan. Tipo tnxiarino.
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Assuan. Scgelschijfhafen.

Assouan. Port des voiliers.

Aswan. Port /or sailing boats.

Assuan. Barche a vela nel porto.
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Elephantine. Wauerxhopfrader.

Elephantine. Roues hydrauliques.

Elephantine Island. Scoop-wheels.

Elefantina. Ruote idrauliche.
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Assuan. Nubische Kinder.

Assouan. Enfants nubiens.

Aswan. Nubian children.

Aisuan. Ragazzi nubiani.
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Assuan. Grab da Si-renpowet.

Assouan. Tombeau de Si -
renpoouel.

Aswan. Tomb of Si-renpowet.

Assuan. Tomba di Si- renpovet .
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Bauemhaus mil Schopfrad.

Maison d'un paysan avec roue hydraulique.

A peasant's house with scoop-wheel.

Casa colonica con ruota idraulica.
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Ban/one.

Arbre de Banians.

Banyan-tree.

Pianta di Banian.
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Qasr Ibrim. Blick auj den Nil.

Kasr Ibrim. Vue tur le Nil.

Kasr Ibrim. Vieu) over the Nile.

Kasr Ibrim. Sponde del Nilo.
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y4iu Simbel. Halle der Standhilder im groflcn Fdsenlempel. Abu Simbel. The hall of statues in the great Rock. Temple.

Abou Simhel. Salte de statues au Grand Specs. Abu Simbel. Alrio delle statue nel gran tempio scolpito nella roccia.
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Felt von Abusir. Blick auj die zweite Nilxhnelle.

Rocher d'Abousir. Vue stir le deuxiemc cataracte.

Cliff of Abusir. View of the second Nile-rapids.

Roccia di Abusir. Vista della seconda cateralta.
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